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How could you improve this 
derelict area?

Geography Wizard:
How could you improve the social, 

economic and environmental 
challenges shown?

Please make sure you are on 
mute! 

You may have your cameras on 
if you wish! 

You have 3 minutes to answer 
this question. Write the answer 

in the chat and I will tell you 
when to send it!

Do not send it right away! 
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Learning Focus:
How and why was the 

Temple Quarter regeneration 
project needed in Bristol?

Mutual Respect and 
Tolerance of Others:

UK cities are changing 
bringing advantages 
and disadvantages to 

the societies living 
there.
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What do we mean by 
regeneration?

Geography Wizard:
Can you think of any examples 
were regeneration has taken 

place? Could even be in 
Castleford

Think
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Regeneration is… the attempt to reverse 
the decline in urban areas by investing in 

making those areas better and 
improving services and facilities there.

Castleford was regenerated in 2004 when the bridge 
was built across the River Aire to give residents on Lock 

Lane better access to the town and green space along 
the river

Green pen
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Bristol Temple quarter
• The Enterprise Zone sits within Temple 

Quarter and is right in the heart of Bristol. It 
includes:

• Temple Meads railway station and transport interchange
• The modern business area of sustainable office buildings at Temple Quay
• Silverthorne Lane, with its 19th Century industrial streetscape
• The Avon Riverside corridor alongside the Bath Road
• Key sites along Bath Road, including Paintworks
• Sites across Redcliffe, including parts of Finzel’s Reach and Redcliffe Quarter

• The location also offers great connections to 
the rest of the UK and Europe:

• It’s just 90 minutes from London by motorway or by direct train into London 
Paddington

• Bristol Airport is only 30 minutes away, serving 5.7 million passengers and 
over 80 direct destinations every year

• Royal Portbury Docks, also 30 minutes away, is the UK’s most centrally 
located deep sea port and considered one of the most productive and 
technically advanced ports in the world, reaching over 42 million people in a 
250km radius
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Bristol Temple 
quarter

• Bristol Temple Quarter, covering 70 hectares in the 
city centre, is one of the largest urban 
regeneration projects in the UK. The challenges 
included regenerating large areas of disused or 
derelict industrial land, whilst preserving 
historically important buildings. 

• Temple Quarter of Bristol was an old industrial 
area with many derelict buildings. There are many 
historic railway buildings. 
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Why did Temple 
Quarter, 

Bristol need 
regeneration?

Create a mind map to suggest 
reasons why 

Deindustrialisation

Many industries 
moved their 

location from the 
city centre or shut 
down all together 

leaving lots of 
empty derelict 

buildings
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Why did Temple 
Quarter Bristol 

need 
regeneration?

Add these using a green pen

Temple Quarter gave a 
bad impression to 

visitors as it was the 
first place they saw 

getting off the train at 
Temple Mead

The water level in the 
harbour at Temple 
Quarter was often 
flooded and needed 

management

Existing 
buildings can be 
put to a range 

of uses

The land is 
disused or in a 

state of 
dereliction

Using these 
areas prevents 
urban sprawl 

into the rural-
urban fringe

Building here 
may reduce car 
use (Bristol = 

UK’s most 
congested city) 

40% land use was 
railway

Area was often 
flooded  until the 
construction of 

the ‘Floating 
Harbour’.
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4 Locations of redevelopment… 
Avon Riverside Temple Meads gateway Silverthorne lane Temple Quay

Old industrial buildings which 
can be used for a range of 

light industries. Some green 
open spaces created by 

demolishing a former diesel 
depot. 

Dominated by the Temple 
Meads train station. Cut off 

from the area by Temple gate 
dual-carriageway, built in the 

1970s 

The remains of Bristol's 
ironworks and gasworks. 

Access can be difficult 
because of the railway arches 

of the historic railway. 

A former industrial area. 
Main industries were 

ropeworks, timber yards, 
malthouses, glassworks and 

potteries 

Opportunities created 

By adding green open spaces 
you are directly improving 
the quality of life of people 
living and working nearby. 

Urban greening can also give 
habitats for wildlife, birds 

and plants. 
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How was TQ regenerated?
Electrification of the railway 

will shorten journey times to 
London.

A new bridge across the River 
Avon gives access to the new 

Bristol Arena.

Enterprise Zones encourage 
economic growth and create 

jobs.

Improved road layout with links 
to rapid transit network and 
the Bristol- Bath cycle path.

Bristol Arena was a planned 
multi purpose arena which 

attracted investment but was 
cancelled. 

Widening of paths and creating 
more street lights along the 

Avon Riverside to create a safe 
environment.

£1.7 million Innovation Centre 
is being developed in the 

historic engine shed at Temple 
Meads station.

Target to create 4000 new jobs 
by 2020 and 17000 by 2037.

Temple Circus tree planting 
shows the value of strong green 
infrastructure where transport 

routes come together.

The Innovation Centre will use 
superfast broadband as part of 

the Bristol Gigabit project.

Preservation of the iconic clock 
tower at Temple Meads 

Station.

“Floating Harbour” – water 
levels in the harbour remain 

constant and aren’t affected by 
the tides along the river.

“Green corridors” along Avon 
Riverside – adds to the urban 

greening and promotes wildlife 
and ecology.

Re-used materials and stone 
from the area to preserve the 

industrial heritage .

Engine shed helps small and 
start up businesses with flexible 
working spaces and tax breaks.

The Innovation Centre includes  
18 micro-electronics, media 

and digital production 
companies and a company 

developing next generation of 
Wi-Fi.

Social 

Economic

Environmental 
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Regeneration of the Temple Quarter 

Classify the 
statements into 
social, economic 

and 
environmental.

Describe why it 
was used.

Classify the 
statements into social, 

economic and 
environmental.

Explain at least 2 of 
the regeneration 

methods

How important is 
Temple Mead railway 

station to the 
regeneration? 

Classify the 
statements into social, 

economic and 
environmental.

Analyse the impact of 
at least 3 of the 

regeneration methods. 

Why is the Bristol 
Arena so important to 

the success of the 
project? 
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‘Urban regeneration presents challenges and opportunities’. Discuss this statement, using 
the example of a UK city. (6 marks)

Urban regeneration involves the reuse of brownfield sites. The Temple Quarter of Bristol was an 
important industrial site in the nineteenth century. There were many railway sidings linked to 
Temple Meads station from Brunel’s time. This presented a challenge for regeneration because it is 
always more expensive to develop a brownfield site than to start from scratch on a greenfield site. 
The developers had to make sure there was value for money. 

There was the cost of removing the derelict buildings and finding new uses for historic buildings. It 
had to be successful because it is the first area people see when arriving by train. The opportunities 
included providing jobs, so reducing Bristol’s unemployment. 

Hi-tech industries moved into the modernised historic buildings such as Brunel’s Engine Shed. By 
providing new homes, urban sprawl could be reduced. 

Reusing brownfield sites for housing was also very important for Bristol’s role as the EU Green 
capital. By building a bridge across the River Avon an abandoned diesel depot could be used to 
provide an entertainment arena for Bristol. The opportunities offered were therefore taken up and 
the challenges overcome

Model answer

1. Copy this model 
answer.

2. Make sure you 
leave room around it 
to add annotations!  
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‘Urban regeneration presents 
challenges and opportunities’. Discuss 
this statement, using the example of a 

UK city. (6 marks)

Add the annotations shown here

I will also explain these to you! 
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Examination Practice
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